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The output amplifiers are ground referenced. This configuration allows simultaneous
operation of the balanced and unbalanced outputs. It also affords unconditional
stability under all loading conditions.
The front panel gain controls allow the voltage gain of this section to be adjusted in
1dB steps from 10dB to 20dB. The control calibration refers to single-ended output
operation. Apply a +6dB correction factor for balanced output operation.
Power Supply
An external supply provides +/-35 volts to the Encore chassis.
| Power Supply Regulator
Ultra-precision tracking voltage regulators provide +/-25VDC to the twelve amplifier
modules. The positive voltage regulator utilizes a current-fed precision voltage
reference. This reference is filtered and applied to the positive input of an error
amplifier consisting of a dual monolithic bipolar, transistor which drives a positive IC
voltage regulator. Corrective feedback is applied through an adjustable divider to the
negative input of the error amplifier. The negative voltage regulator consists of a two
transistor amplifier driving a negative IC voltage regulator in a tracking
configuration. This arrangement attains both the advantage of IC voltage regulators
(the ease of drive, high current gain and short circuit protection) plus the advantages
of discrete circuit designs (the ability to employ a low noise reference, wide
bandwidth, and overall servo-loop control).
Remote Power Terminal Block
Regulated +/- 25 VDC is provided for powering a remote phono section. Two
optional sections are available: the RMM-1 for moving magnet cartridges and the
RMC-1 for moving coil cartridges.
Switchable Gain Output Amplifiers
The output amplifier circuitry can be switched in 1dB steps from 10dB gain to 20dB
gain by front panel controls (mono, 1 per channel). For the most efficient systems,
10dB line gain is ideal. For systems with less efficiency or input sensitivity, 20dB
gain is more appropriate. The 1dB step feature provides channel balance control as
well.
The signal-to-noise ratio stays essentially the same in all positions. However, in the
10dB gain position the noise, as well as signal, is lower. When, for example, a power
amplifier is connected to a very efficient horn-type speaker, the residual noise of the
preamplifier output amplifiers can become audible. The 10dB gain setting minimizes
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the residual noise of the Encore Line Preamplifier output circuitry. On the other
hand, some systems need more gain. In the 20dB gain position, the relationship
between signal and noise is the same as in the 10dB setting, but both are raised 10dB.
With almost any power amplifier and speaker combination, noise of the Encore
Preamplifier is inaudible. The switchable gain feature also allows listeners to obtain
correct volume control range to be used with different associated equipment such as
phono cartridges, CD players, power amplifiers and speakers.
Parts Quality
The Encore Line Preamplifier contains many parts not found in any other
preamplifier on the market. Cello's own 59 position volume control sets the standard
for sonic excellence, reliability, precision tracking, and convenience of operation.
Only the highest quality polypropylene capacitors are used throughout. Bulk metal
resistors used in feedback paths minimize distortion. Teflon-dialectric wiring, nickelplated solid copper ground plate, stainless-steel hardware and other premium parts
are used exclusively. Knobs milled from two inch aluminum rods place the engraved
lettering of the control at the top center of the knob skirt for easy reading. All panels
are finished in Cello's elegant silver anodize finish.
Value
The Encore Line Preamplifier costs more than many other units on the market.
Rather than provide the standard cookbook recipe of preamplifier circuitry, the
Encore Line Preamplifier offers the ideal analog interface for each input. It converts
the signal to a high-current, precision output for recording and monitoring (listening)
with an ideal complement of circuits and parts.
Ten years ago, most serious listeners used turntables only. Today, line level devices
such as CD players, processors, and DAT units predominate. The Encore Line
Preamplifier allows all these periphials to be used with measurable and audibly better
performance due to Cello's 1 megOhms input circuitry.
|

Pedigree

Cello equipment is used by major record companies to make the finest compact discs
and records. The same circuits, parts and subassemblies are utilized in the Encore
Line Preamplifier. With the Encore Line Preamplifier, you have the performance
chosen by the top studio professionals for the production of the most highly regarded
recording available. In studio environments, too rigorous for most "high-end" audio
products, Cello products work 24-hour shifts effortlessly.
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Input Selector

Select Balanced Line, or unbalanced line inputs.
Tape Monitor

|

Set to "Input" for normal use when recording; to "1" or "2" to hear tape signal; or
"Off" for listening when not recording. In the off position there is no signal present
at the record outputs. The signal selected at the input selector will appear at the
record outputs and will be heard when the tape monitor switch is set to "Input."
When 1 is selected, the signal connected to input 1 will be heard. When 2 is selected,
the signal connected to input 2 will be heard. Connect one tape deck to input 1 and a
second deck, if used, to input 2.
|

dB Left and dB Right

dB left and dB right controls are provided which adjust the gain of each output
amplifier section from 10 to 20dB in 1 dB steps.
Mode
Set the Mode switch for stereo (S), mono (M), left (L) to both channels, right (R) to
both channels, or stereo reverse (REV).
Output Level
Set the Output Level to obtain desired listening volume. The increments of 1dB are
very accurate, typically to within 0.1dB
Muting
Muting cir cuitry prevents thumps or pops from occurring due to AC power on/off
switching.
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Tampering/Abuse/Misuse:
Any unauthorized modifications, repairs or tampering, and/or any indications of
obvious owner abuse, negligence or improper usage, as determined by Cello, Limited
shall be grounds to void the warranty.
Service
Do not attempt to modify the Encore Line Preamplifier. Should you have any
question or problems with your Encore, please contact Cello's Customer Service
Department and allow us to assist you.
If your Encore Line Preamplifier requires service, this department will provide you
with a Return Authorization (R.A.) number and instruction on how to return your
unit to the factory. All returns to the factory require an assigned R.A. number.
Returns received without original packing will be shipped out in Cello cartons at
owner's expense. Replacement packing materials are available by calling the
Customer Service Department.
Maintenance
The finish of the Encore Line Preamplifier is of brushed and anodized aluminum.
Ammonia-based glass cleaner, or alcohol and a soft cloth, work well to restore the
shine and remove finger prints. Be sure that the unit is off and unplugged before
cleaning. Avoid getting excess cleaning fluid inside the preamplifier. Take care when
cleaning rear printed panel. Excessively aggressive rubbing may remove the
silkscreen lettering.
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